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Factsheet  
Developer : We Are Bots Studio / Based in France  
Release date : November 2016  
Platforms : Steam (PC)  
Website : http://www.wearebots.fr/ 
Regular Price : 19,99 EUR 2  
 
1) Game Description : Drift Into Eternity (D.I.E) is an immersive First Person 
Survival Game. Trapped in a wrecked ship, you struggle to stay alive. Repair the 
damaged systems, close the many hull breaches, and try to withstand your thirst 
and hunger- while keeping up your morale. Along the way, these struggles will 
help you figure out what happened and if there's a chance of survival, otherwise, 
it will just be a matter of when you'll die. Observe, study, explore... and maybe 
you'll linger on!  
 
2) Synopsis : You and the rest of the crew were involved in a scientific 
expedition heading to Viridia, a planet far away from your home system. You 
were supposed to collect some samples and come back, but your ship —
TheWanderer IV— crashed into a rift during the landing procedure. Taking off or 
calling for help are no longer an option, the vessel took heavy damage. You have 
to settle there, survive, and hope that someone will rescue you.  

http://www.wearebots.fr/


 
3) Gameplay Instructions : Drift Into Eternity (D.I.E) is based around the "fail is 
fun" concept. A classic playthrough leads to numerous deaths to provide an 
understanding of the optimal way to deal with the unusual scenario you find 
yourself in. Besides the basic information, tutorials are meshed with the 
environment and will continue as you progress. This adds to our concept of 
gathering knowledge during several playthroughs.  
 
It is important to note that the position of non-generic rooms in the ship is 
randomly generated, the same goes for the content of any container and the 
events as they occur. These elements are random specifically to break any 
routine and force the player to adapt, making each playthrough unique. As time 
passes, your chances of survival are diminishing so die as late as possible!   
 
4) Features :   

 Explore the ship 

 Repair the damages 

 Investigate and maintain different functional systems 

 Beware of injuries & illnesses   

 Search the ship for improvements, technologies to develop, and unique 
items 

 Adapt to your environment and find different technical paths to survive 

 Half of the rooms are randomly generated, so every game gives you a 
new environment to explore! 

 
5) Artistic Statement : Drift into Eternity was inspired by a french architect « Le 
Corbusier » with the architectural movement « Brutalism ». The brutalist 
structures consist of massive angular geometric shapes, striking in their 
repetition. There is an abundance of straight lines , no organics forms & no 
curves…  
 
We wanted the player to experience a 3D world so that they could fully immerse 
and feel genuinely lost and alone in a huge spaceship. Immersion is reinforced 
by the choice to use only diegetic interfaces and feedback!  
 
6) Videos : All of our videos are available on Youtoube : 
https://www.youtube.com/c/WEAREBOTS 
 
Trailer_MP4: https://mega.nz/#!h4EX1QxA 
 
7) Images & GIF : Media_Presskit_DIE.zip (40 MB) : screenshots, fan art, gif… 
 
8) Selected articles :  "What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger", GameMelter 
 "Survivre après un crash de navette spatiale", IndieMag.fr 
 

https://www.youtube.com/c/WEAREBOTS
https://mega.nz/#!h4EX1QxA!kbGBP_FLWj_m7goC5PagjT3A_sFSpXwvixgOxX37LCA
https://mega.nz/#!5pdFDQpL!X8wjZtbNufXxWIy-4ImquS8Ric3j1zFRxA_1xuT2lhs
http://gamemelter.com/indie-of-the-week-4-drift-into-eternity/
https://www.indiemag.fr/articles/hull-breach-survivre-apres-crash-navette-spatiale


9) Request Press Copy : If you would like a press copy, contact us at 
florent.ufferte@wearebots.fr 
 
10) About us : We Are Bots Studio (Wearebots.fr) is a young video game 
development studio based near Paris, founded in 2015 by Adrien UFFERTE, with 
a simple purpose: having a total freedom in the creative process with a team that 
is deeply passionate and engaged in producing the best games possible. After 
first experiences in different companies, the core group that initially created We 
Are Bots found flaws with the way the creative process was enforced in 
seasoned teams.  
 
The solution was plain and simple: create your own studio, make your own 
games. Make a very serious project, which has the potential to become an 
innovative and immersive experience for survival games. Our concept? No 
zombies, no enemies of any kind, just you alone in a wrecked ship drifting into 
eternity…   
 
11) Additional Links : Animated gifs (giphy) IndieDB (illustrated patch note)  
 
12) Credits :  
Pierre-Benjamin STARCK / Game Designer (starck.pb@wearebots.fr)  
Adrien UFFERTE / Lead Developper (adrien.ufferte@wearebots.fr)  
Steve COELHO / Art Director (steve.coelho@wearebots.fr)  
Geoffrey BIR / Artist & Dev (geoffrey.bir@wearebots.fr)  
Aurore PUPIL / Sound Design (aurore.pupil@wearebots.fr)  
Florent UFFERTE / Community Manager (florent.ufferte@wearebots.fr) 
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